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1. Let χ = (χi,-- 9 Xn) be a point of the ^-dimensional Euclidean space Rn

and let t be a non-negative number. The distance of the point % e Rn from
n

the origin of Rn is denoted by \χ\= (Σ * ! ) 1 / 2 The O + l ) -dimensional
ί = l

Euclidean half space Rn x (0, oo) is the domain of interest.
Consider a parabolic differential equation

(1) Lou= Σ ^ ^

in Rn x (0, oo). Krzyzaήski \JΓ\ proved the existence of the fundamental
solution of this equation. By using this fundamental solution, we can see
that the solution u(χ, t) of the above equation with Cauchy data u(x, 0) =
Mexp (α I x 12) (2a <k) is given by

/ ^ \w/2

u(x,t) = M \jΓcosh2kt-2asmh2kt)

\k (2a cosh 2kt - k sinh 2kt) , | 2 ; Ί
PL2(A:cosh2^-2αsinh2A;ί) ' ' ~*'US

So, if l — kn<0, then u(χ, t) converges to zero uniformly on every compact
set in Rn as £->°o5 (cf. [7]). This fact leads us to the question whether the
similar situation to the above holds or not for solutions of general parabolic
equations of unbounded coefficients with suitable Cauchy data.

2. The following results, Theorem A and Theorem B, of Kusano [ΊΓ]
give us an answer to the question.

Let

(2) Lu = ; Σ Λ .

be a parabolic differential equation in Rn x (0, oo)5 where the coefficients
aij( = ajΊ), bi and c are functions defined in Rnx[0, oo) and such that
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